Defence areas for use in emergency. Trace indicates M.I.R. Bns to prepare for defence.
Supports and Reserves to be placed in accordance with front lines of Bns.
Note: limiting points
Reg't Hq Co responsible for its own A.T. defence.
A.T. defences to be coordinated by
A.T. Co. Commander including use of C Co for T.D. (on [plat].
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Defence Areas for use in emergency. Trace indicates M.A.R. Bns to be prepared for supports and reserves to be placed in accordance with front lines of Bns.

Note: limiting points

Reg'd Hq Cn responsible for its own A.T. Defence

A.T. defences to be coordinated by A.T. Co. Commander including use of C Co for T.D. Bn (pl).